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A)Define the underlined expressions in English,(10)

To bow to a superior force makes us feel impotent and cowardly for not having had the strength or courage
to resist. Worse, it makes us resentful and vengeful.
That escapade sent him to seek his fortune in London. She was to be betrothed to the son ofa neighboring
wool-stapler.
Her genius was for fiction and Iusted to feed abundantly upon the lives of men and women.

I think we are on the track of a lost novelist, a suppressed poet, of some mute and inglorious Jane
Austen, some Emily Bronte who @lglher brains out on the moor or mopped and mowed about the
highways crazed with the 194!qg that her gift had put her to.

Saddened by the event, the scientists ausmented their safety precautions.

It would be three weeks before the astronauts could parade through adulatory crowds.
The rocket that first carried men to the moon is now obsolete.

felt ambivalent about attacking his former friend. He accomplished many reforms. He was the
victim ofthe perennial problem ofsuccessful people.
Caesar

We must have a delight or pleasure of some species or other in contemplatins objects of this kind.
We are more deeply allected by the violent death ofone. and the ruin ofthe great cause he adhered to. than
with the deserved triumph and uninterrupted prosperify of the other.

It isn'tjust they who have given up to gec[!ft traditional vexation.
After hectorins my wife throughout the first reel, I finally prevailed upon her to admit that it was off, and
very annoying.

If

we had supposed the movie would run right through the blurred image, someone surely would have
summoned up the purDosive indignation to get up out ofhis seat and file his complaint.
When the srievance is collective, in my behalfthat it is only when the provocation is at a very special key,
whose vibrations touch simultaneously a complexus ofnerves.

My blood gets hot, my brow wet, I become unbearably an unconscionably sarcastic and belticose.

B)Translate the following sentences into Farsi.(l0)

1-I'm convinced that we have a degree ofdelight, and that no small one, in the real misfortunes and pains of
others.

2-She gave

it a wobble, then headed back for the warmth ofthe cab

and

thankfully shut the door on the

night.

3-Who shall measure the heat and vioience of the poet's heart when caught arid tangled in a woman's body?

4-Some historians see him as power-hungry villain. Others feel he was a reformer whose brutal assassination
almost destroyed Rome.

5J'You too, Brutus" 'was his expression of anguish as he submitted to the weapons ofhis murderers.

6-Terror is a passion which always produces delight when it does not press too c1ose.

7-This is not an unmixed delight, but blended with no small uneasiness.

8-Although this a.uangement was not a panacea, it was a relief from endless winter.

9-I was waiting that the entire house would explode into catcalls and foot stamping, calling dramatic
attention to the irksome distortion.

10-The tendency to passive compliance, to a heedless enduance, is something to keep one's eyes on-in
sharp focus.

Good Luck

